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$0. INTRODUCTION 
WE work in the homotopy category C W of well pointed spaces which are compactly 
generated and of the homotopy type of C W-complexes. For objects X and Y the set of 
morphisms from X to Y is denoted by [X, Y]. 
Let R be a subring of Q. If X is a nilpotent space, we denote by X, the localization of X 
with respect to the set of primes which are not invertible in R. A nilpotent space X is called”R- 
local”, if it is connected and if the localization X + X, is a homotopy equivalence. The 
category of l-connected R-local spaces will be denoted by l-CW,. 
DEFINITION 0.1 For n > 0 we ser 
for n odd 
for n even, n > 0, 
where R, C denote the loop space and suspension finctor. 
DEFINITION 0.2. (a) An H-space E is called “decomposable over R”, if it is homoropy 
equivalent to a weak product of spaces Qa, in symbols: E - fi f2: (for some index set I). 
rel 
(b) A co-H-space C is called “decomposable over R”, if C - V S:. 
iel 
Note 0.3. All co-H-spaces will be supposed to be l-connected. 
From now on let l/2,1/3 E R. We recall the definition of the instable cohomotopy functor 
M*(-; R) from [I], ch. V. 
DEFINITION 0.4. Let X be a connected space. Then define M’(X; R) := R. For jnite 
dimensional X let M’( X; R) : = [X, Qi,] f or i > 0. For infinite dimensional X let M’ (X; R): 
= !ig M’ (Xl”; R) (where Xzv denotes the N-skeleton of X). 
.V 
Then M*(X; R) is an object in the category div alg, of connected commutative graded 
algebras over R with divided powers. IMoreover, the module of homotopy coefficients ,Mg** 
(over R) operates on M* (X; R) so M * (X; R) is also an object in the category div alg,, of M- 
algebras [l], ch. V. 
The divided powers will be denoted by the symbols yk, k 2 0. 
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Let X E 1-C W,; then II, (RX) is a Lie algebra with the Samelson product as Lie bracket. 
Moreover. _\I:,* operates on 71, (QX) (in the sense of [ 11, ch. V). The Lie algebra xi, (QX) 
together with this action is an ,LI-Lie algebra in the sense of [ 11, ch. V. (We will recall some of 
the properties of an .\I-Lie algebra in $1.) 
Given an i\/l-algebra A with A’ = 0 for large I and an &f-Lie algebra L in [l]. ch. V, a 
group exp (A, L) is defined; it is generated by u A’ x L’ with certain relations (which we will 
i>O 
recall in $2). 
In the present paper we will prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 0.5. Ler E be grouplike, R-local. Then x*(E) is an M-Lie algebra. 
THEOREM 0.6. Let E be groupiike decomposable over R and ofjnite type ocer R. Let X be 
connected, finite dimensional. Then [X, E] is isomorphic to rhe group exp (:\/I* (X; R), x*(E)). 
Let now CE 1 - CbvR be a cogrouplike space. We shall define an :tf-algebra .A.,,(C; R) 
which will be called “the Berstein algebra of C with respect to iv*“, and we will prove: 
THEOREM 0.7. Ler CE 1 -C W, be cogrouplike and decomposable over R with 
H, (C; R) of finite rank. Then for X E 1 - CltX the group [C, X] is isomorphic to the group 
exp @.,,(C; R), n* (QX)). 
Idea of‘ proof‘ 0.8. These results have been proved in [l] (see also [9] for more details) in 
case E is a loop space and C is a suspension. Our proof will consist in a reduction to these 
special cases. In case of Proposition 0.5 and Theorem 0.6 this will be achieved by means of an 
H-retraction pE: RZE + E; dually, in the case of Theorem 0.7, the coretraction C -+ ZRC 
associated to the comultiplication of C will be used. 
Remark 0.9. We could not verify the version of theorem 0.6 of [1] for X infinite 
dimensional (and E a loop space). 
Remark 0.10. It has been shown in [7] that under the assumptions of Theorem 0.6 the 
group [X, E] is also isomorphic to the group of iv-algebra morphisms Mor,,,( .Lf * (E; R), 
M* (X; R)) of the M-Hopf algebra M* (E; R) into the 1M-algebra 1M* (X; R). It would be 
interesting to find a procedure to derive Theorem 0.6 directly from this result. (For a special 
case, this has been done in [S], section 4). 
A similar remark applies to Theorem 0.7; for it has been shown in [7], that [C, X] is 
isomorphic to MorLe,,( (TI* (QC), ZI, (QX)) (where Lie.,, denotes the category of .\f-Lie 
algebras). 
In $1 (resp. $2) we will prove Proposition 0.5 (resp. Theorem 0.6). In $3 we will dstine and 
discuss the notion of “Berstein algebra”. The proof of Theorem 0.7 will be indicated in $4. 
$1. THE OPERATIOS OF I$‘* OX THE SAhlELSON LIE ALGEBRA 
Recall that for any space X there is a canonical inclusion e: X + REX. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Ler X be a connected space, ler E be grouplike and let g, h: R1.Y 4 E be 
H-maps. Then g and h are homotopic, if and only ij’g/X is hotnotopic to hlX. 
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Proof: We may replace ilCX by the James reduced product space JX. The space JX is 
filtered by the subspaces J”X consisting of all elements of JX which are a product of at most n 
elements of X. We claim that there are no non-trivial phantom maps JX + E with respect to 
this filtration. This is equivalent to the vanishing of b’ [ZJ”X, E]. Now, the system of 
groups [Z J”X, E] is isomorphic to the system of groups [,,ZXAr,E] in which the 
;. LX”’ 
n+l 
homomorphisms are induced by the inclusions + Y 1X”’ (see [lo], VII, 2). 
r=1 r=l 
This system obviously satisfies the Mittag-LefIIer condition hence the !&‘-term is zero [6]. 
Let p,: X” + J”X be the usual identification. then p,*: [ J”X, E] + [X] is injective (the 
proof of [3], lemma 3.6 applies); therefore it suffices to show that gpn and hp, are homotopic 
for all n. This will follow from the diagram 
xx xXLJX x 
gx . . 
XJ 
where i(x,, . . . , x,) = (e(x,), . . . , e(s,)) (with e: X --* JX the canonical inclusion) and m’“’ 
means multiplying n factors in a certain order. The upper path of the diagram is gp,. The 
lower path is homotopic to the upper one, because g is an H-map. All these statements hold 
with g replaced by h. From (g x x g) i - (h x . . x h)i we now deduce the assertion. 
Remark 1.2. Let E be grouplike connected (with strict neutral element). Let rE: JE -+ E be 
the map given on J”E by (xi . x,) -+ (. ( (_ Y, x2)x3) . . ), then by an argument similar to 
the above one can show that rE is an H-map. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let E be an R-local grouplike H-space. Let L: = ‘I, (E). An “operation ” 
0: L x M;.* + L is defined as follo~~s: For x E Li, <E IV;’ 
x0<:= 
{ 
x< if i is odd, 
r,(Qxx)< if i is even, 
where rL: R1.E + E is a retraction \r,hich is an H-map. (Such a map rE exists bJ Remark 1.2 and 
is unique up ro homotopy by Proposition 1.1). 
Remark 1.4. For E = CD’ with YE 1 -C W, this definition coincides with the one of [l], 
ch. V. To see this denote the operation from [l] by “6”. Then for odd i we have x 0 < 
= x 6 <. For even i one has x0 < = (Rad (x))< = (CIc) (fQ)< where t’: ZQY+Y is the 
evaluation map. But by Proposition 1.1 the H-maps Rc, rRy: Rx:RY+ QY are homotopic. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let E. E’ be grouplike R-local and letf: E + E’ be an H-map. Then f,: TI, (E) 
--* 71, (E’) commutes lvith the operarion of Mg.*, i.e. f, (x 0 <) = f, (x) 0 i. 
Proof LetxErci(E),<EMkj. For odd i both sides are given byJx<; for even i the left side 
is defined as frE( nxx)< and the right side as rE. (fix (f-u))< = re(RIf) (fEx)<. Again by 
Proposition 1.1 rE.(RZf) is homotopic to frE. 
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Now, for E = CD it is shown in [l] that the operation “0” obeys certain laws. These are 
formalized in [ 11, ch. V, in the definition of an M-Lie algebra. (According to calculations of 
the author of [9] signs have to appear in formula (c) of [I], ch. V, (2.12) definition.) We do not 
need to know these laws in detail here: nevertheless we claim: 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let E be grouplike, R-local. Then 7c, (E) with the operation “0” is an 
M-Lie algebra. 
Proof. We only indicate the proof by establishing one of the formulas. Let x, YE rri(E) 
andjEMkj.ThenonehastoshowthatxO<+yO<=(x+y)O<+ 1 c~(x,J)QJ~(<), 
n22 
where the c, are certain linear combinations of commutator monomials (see [l], ch. I). 
Let e: E --f !2ZE be the inclusion. Then the relation (e,(x) 0 <) + (e,(y) 0 <) = (e,(x) 
+ e, 1~)) 0 5: + 1 c, (e, (x), e,(y)) 0 yn (<) holds, because n* (RZE) is an M-Lie algebra. 
nh2 
Applying (rh)* on both sides, we obtain the desired law by Lemma 1.5. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREiW 0.6 
First we recall the definition of exp(A,L). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be an M-algebra with A’ = 0 for large r, let L be an M-Lie algebra, 
then exp (A,L) is the group generated by v A’ x Li with the relations (the symbol “Y” denotes 
i>O 
the product in A) 
(9 (0,O) m 1, 
(ii) (44 (aA - hx+y) kc2 (yk(a), ct(x,y)), la1 = 1x1 = 1~1, 
(iii) (aA_’ (b,y)-’ (aA (hy) - fi ifI h(a)wt(b), Ru(x,Y)), 
1=1k=l 
(iv) (a+ W - @A (a,-4 (1/2(a u b), [x,x1), I4 = I4 = 1x1, 
(v) (< 0 a,x) m (a,x 0 {), 5 EM”‘*“‘. 
The ck and R,, are the linear combinations of commutator monomials given by the 
Zassenhaus formulas ([I], ch. I). (These ck and the ones of Proposition 1.6 are the same.) 
Proof of Theorem 0.6. We assume that the theorem is true for loop spaces E (see [ 11, ch. 
VI, or [9]). 
We have to show that [X,E] is isomorphic to G,:= exp( M* (X; R), I-C*(E)). 
Note that the group G, is natural with respect to H-mapsf: E --* E’ (with E’ grouplike, 
R-local). 
For a generator (a, X)E M’(X; R) x n,(E) we define 
pE(a,x):= 
xa if i is odd, 
r,(RZx)a if i is even, 
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where rE: !ZE --) E is an H-retraction. We first claim, that in the case of a loop space, E = QY, 
this definition agrees with the one of [l], ch. VI: there ~~(a,.u) = xa for i odd and pnu(a,x) 
= Rc(REx)a for i even (c the evaluation map). By 5 1, we have Rv homotopic to rm. 
Next we claim that f, (p&a, x)) = pB(a, f,(x)) for any generator (a,~). For odd i 
this is again obvious; for even i this means that the maps fr,(RIlx)a and rE (QZ((fx)n 
= rE.(!ZZf)(RZx)a are homotopic. This is true, because frE h rE (!Xf), by $1. 
Now we prove that the elements pE(u, x) satisfy the relations in [ X,E]. Let e: E + R,YE be 
the inclusion. Identify a generator (a,~) of G, with the generator (u,e,(x)) of G,,,. By 
assumption, the elements pnrE (u,e, (x)) satisfy the relations in the group [X,Q%?Z]. Applying 
rE. we see that the elements pE(u,-u) satisfy the relations. It follows that ,o~ defines a 
homomorphism DE: G, -+ [X,E]. 
It is easy to see that PE is surjective, because finzE is surjective. To prove the injectivity of PE 
we have unfortunately to copy the corresponding proof in the loop space case. This is 
possible, but we do not want to do this here. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let E be grouplike decomposable over R and offinite type over R. Then on 
the category ofjnite dimensional connected spaces the functor [ -, E] is completely determined 
by the M-Lie algebra q,(E). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let El ,Ez be grouplike decomposable over R ofjinite type over R. Then 
the set of homotopy classes of H-maps El -+ Ez corresponds bijectively to 
MorLie,w(z* (El ), II, (E,)), i.e. the set of Lie algebra morphisms z+ (El ) -+ 7c, (E,) which 
commute with the action of ME.*. 
$3. THE BERSTEIN ALGEBRA 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let C be a l-connected co-H-space, let r: C -+ Z,RC be the coretraction 
associated to its comultiplicution [S]. For any coefficient ring T define 
B(C; T):= T@s-‘r,A,(C; T) c H,(RC; T), 
A(C,T):= H*(RC; T)/s-’ (kernel (r*)), 
where s denotes the suspension isomorphism. 
We also define 
A,ti(C; R): = M*(RC; R)/V, 
where Vis the direct sum of the R-submodules v’ generated by {u E M’(RC; R)lGr - 0) with 
‘I= 
I&l for Ial odd, 
ad(u) for Ial even. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let J C + C’ be a co-H-map between l-connected co-H-spaces. Then of 
induces homomorphisms of R-modules B(C; T) -+B(C’;T),A(C’;T)-+A(C;T)andA,~(C’;R) 
+ A,w (C; R), such that B( --; T), A( -; T) and A,w (- ; R) are functors on the category of 
l-connected co-H-spaces and co-H-maps. 
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Proof: This follows immediately from the commutativity up to homotopy (see [5]) of the 
diagram 
where r, r’ are the coretractions corresponding to the co-H-structures of C, C’. 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) ForC= ZY\ce have B(C; 7’)~ H,(Y; T), A(C; T)z H*(Y; T) and A,w(C;R) 
z M*(Y; R). 
(b) Let C be cogrouplike. Then A(C; T) is a quotient algebra of H* (RC; T) by the ideal s-l 
(kernel (r*)). Similarly, A,+,(C: R) is a quotient M-algebra of M*(RC; R). 
(c) if T is a principal ideal ring, ifH, (C: T) is free and ifC is cogrouplike, then B (C; T) is a 
subcoalgebra of H, (RC; T). 
Proof. (a) We prove only the case A,, theothersaresimilar.LetC:= EY,lete:Y-REYbe 
the inclusion and note that r = Ie in this case. Also note that e*: M*(RZY: R) -+ XI* (K R) is 
surjective. Therefore it suffices to show that for a E M’(QZ R) the statement 
e*(u) = Oe& _ 0 
is true. For odd i the sides are given by 
Y%EY~S~,xYf:zEY%Si, 
and [Y,Sa] 5 [D’,CSi] is injective (recall 1/‘2~R). For even i the sides are given by 
but ad (ae) = ad (a) (Xe). The statement follows. 
(b) We again concentrate on A,v. 
Since C is cogrouplike, the coretraction r: C + CQC is a co-H-map ([5], theorem 2.2). This 
fact together with the definitions of scalar multiplication and addition in M’(RC; R)) implies 
that Vi = {EM’(RC; R)la’r m 0;. 
We have to show that the submodule Vc M*(RC; R) is an ,V-ideal in M*(RC; R). 
By [S], theorem 2.2, the following diagram commutes up to homotopy, because C is 
cogrouplike. 
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Let x E .U’ (QC; R); for odd i we define .3 E .U i (RXK; R) by ,? : = p ( RCs) where p is a 
retraction Q1.S; + Si. For i even, we define .fr.L1’(RX2C; R) by .<:= R(ad(,~)). 
By definition we then have e*(s) = x. - 
Let now a E v, 6 E Mj(RC; R). Verify that (Ee)* (ti u 6) = 0%. Hence, to show that 
- 
r*(a u 6) = 0, it suffices to prove that (Enr)* (%) = 0 (see the diagram). 
We now claim that (fir)* (a) = 0. For it is given by the composition RC 2 
RZRCRrY QES, --* Si, for i odd, RC z RXK D !XSL for i even. But for i odd 
we have (RZa) (Rr) = R((Eu)r) - 0 and R(ud(u))Rr = R(ad(u)r) - 0 for i even. by 
assumption. 
Finally, ‘%% is either Z(5 u 6) or ud(5 u 6). In the first case Z (E u 6)(ERr) 
= 1 ((ti u 6)Qr) = Z( (Rr)* (G) u (fir)* (6)) = 0. In the second case rld(ti u 6) (EQr) 
= ud( (a u 5)Rr) =O. 
It remains to prove that Tiis invariant under the divided powers and the action of .Lig.*. 
This is, after putting in the definitions, purely formal. 
(c) Under these assumptions on T and H, (C; T) the module H, (RC; T) is free by [4]. 
Hence the assertion follows by duality, i.e. B(C; T) is the annihilator of s-’ (kernel (r*)). 
Remark 3.4. Let C be a l-connected cogrouplike space such that H,(R(C v C): T) 
2 H, (QC; T) u H, (QC; T), the free product of the Pontryagin algebra H, (IX; T) with itself. 
The comultiplication of C induces an algebra map H, (RC; T) + H, (RC; T) u H, (RC; T) 
giving H,(RC; T) a cogroup structure in the category of graded connected associative 
algebras. For such a cogroup, Berstein defines in [2] a subcoalgebra of H, (RC; T). The 
problem arises how to relate this subcoalgebra to B(C; 7). We have only the following partial 
result. 
LEMMA 3.5 Le C be a l-connected cogrouplike spuce. Ij‘T is a principal ideal ring and 
H, (C; T) is afree module ofjnite type, then B(C; T) coincides with Berstein’s subcoalgebra of 
H, (RC; r). 
Proof: First note that under these assumptions H,(R(C v C); T) 2 H,(RC; 
T)u H,(RC; T) by [4]. 
Let ii, i,: C -+ C v C be the inclusions as first or second factor; define M: RC x RC 
+R(Cv C)by(r,P)+ i,r+iJ?.LetA:!X -+ RC x RC be the diagonal and 0: C + C v C the 
comultiplication. In [4] the Berstein coalgebra of the cogroup H,(C’; T) + H,(C; 
r) uH, (C, 7) is defined as the equalizer of the two maps H, (Qa), H, (MA). One now notices 
that by [S]. theorem 2.2, B(C; T) is contained in the algebraically defined coalgebra. But both 
modules are free direct summands in H,(C: T) of the same finite rank in each degree. 
Therefore they coincide. 
54. PROOF OF THE0RE.M 0.7 
IfC is a suspension ZYwith the usual co-H-space structure, we have A,q(C; R) 2 M* (K R) 
by Lemma 3.3; hence the theorem is true in this case by [l], ch. VI (see also [9]). 
We now follow the pattern of the proof of Theorem 0.6. 
Defining G,: = exp (A,,,(C: R)), n, (E?)) we note that G, is natural with respect to co-H- 
maps C --* C’ (with C’ R-local, cogrouplike). 
Let (~..u)EA~,(C: R) x ir,(RX) be a generator. Recall that a is a class of elements of 
M*(RC; R) and let &~a be a representative. We then define pc(a,x) as the composition 
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C 2 x*C 4 zsi nd(x) 
+ X.This definition is independent of the choice of Li by the definition 
of the Berstein algebra. 
We assert that for C = D’ this definition agrees with the one of [l], ch. VI. There the 
definition of p&a,x) for (c(,.Y)E M’(Y; R) x ni(!AX) reads ad(x)c. The projection iti* 
+ A,%, (EY; R) z lM* (r; R) is given by e *. Hence as a representative of a in M* (fEY R) we 
may choose ti (as in the proof of lemma 3.2(b)). The assertion is then directly verified. 
Next we check that for a co-H-map,6 C + C’ and a generator (6, .u) E A,w (C’; R) x n, (OX) 
we have pc((Rf)* (b),x) =f* (p,.(b,x)). (Note that A,,, (C’; R) 4 A,\,(C; R) is induced by 
(Qf)*.) 
This follows immediately from the homotopy commutative diagram 
c 4 - 
C’-,n2C’- 
I’ 
6 rs~~x, 
Next we have to prove that the elements P&,X) satisfy the relations. Note that r is a co-H- 
map by [j], theorem 2.2, and consider the diagram 
G .U2C z P:nC, Xl 
I I 
G,--------d[C,x] 
For any generator (a,~) of G,choosea generator (t(a), x) of G,,,such that r* (r(a)) = a. Since 
the elements ~~(t(a),.x) satisfy the relations in [EQC,X], the elements pc(a,x) satisfy the 
relations in [C, X]. It follows that pc defines a homomorphism PC: G,+ [C, XJ. 
The surjectivity of PC is now obvious. It is more complicated to prove the injectivity. But 
this can be done by checking that the corresponding procedure in the case of a suspension 
also works in this situation. To this extent one only has to prove that the elements of A,,(C; R) 
can be uniquely written in a certain standard form. 
Let deg: M* (--; R) + H* (--; R) be the degree map of [ 11, ch. V. It has been shown 
there that, ifY is a connected space of finite type over R such that ZY is decomposable, then 
M* (Y; R) is isomorphic as an R-module to the &f-extension of H* (Y; R). Since tRC is 
decomposable, this is true for M*(RC; R). One verifies that deg induces a surjective 
morphism of R-algebras A,w(C; R) --t A (C; R). Now, the way it is proved that as an R-module 
M* (RC; R) is the .Ci-extension of H* (RC; R) also shows that as an R-module A, (C: R) is the 
iM-extension of A(C; R). Therefore the procedure to prove injectivity works. 
COROLL.ARY 4.1. Let C be cogrouplike, decomposable orer R with H, (C; R) offinite rank. 
Then the functor [C, -1 on 1 -C W, is completely determined by the -U-algebra A,,, (C; R). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let C, C’ be two such cogrouplike spaces, then there is a bijection between 
the set of homotop_v classes of co-H-mnps C + C’ and Mordivatg,, (A.,, (C’; R), A,, (C: R) ). 
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